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ABSTRACT
The most effective expression of the 4.0 Era is represented by cyber-physical systems (CPSs). Historically, measurement and monitoring
systems (MMSs) have been an essential part of CPSs; however, by introducing the 4.0 enabling technologies into MMSs, a MMS can
evolve into a cyber-physical measurement system (CPMS). Starting from this consideration, this work reports a preliminary case study
of a CPMS, namely an innovative bioinspired robotic platform that can be used for measurement and monitoring applications in confined
and constrained environments. The innovative system is a “soft growing” robot that can access a remote site through controlled
lengthening and steering of its body via a pneumatic actuation mechanism. The system can be endowed with different sensors at the
tip, or along its body, to enable remote measurement and monitoring tasks; as a result, the robot can be employed to effectively deploy
sensors in remote locations. In this work, a digital twin of the system is developed for simulation of a practical measurement scenario.
The ultimate goal is to achieve a self-adapting, fully/partially autonomous system for remote monitoring operations to be used reliably
and safely for the inspection of unknown and/or constrained environments.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The 4.0 Era is characterized by an innovative multidisciplinary approach which addresses technical challenges by
seeking transverse solutions to both technological and
methodological problems [1]-[8]. The most effective expression
of the 4.0 paradigm is represented by cyber-physical systems
(CPSs), i.e., smart systems that include engineered interacting
networks of physical and computational components, able to
monitor and control the physical environment [9]-[14]. From this
definition, it appears that measurement and monitoring systems
(MMSs) are essential for the implementation of CPSs. However,
MMSs are generally considered as subordinate elements of a
CPS: they provide source of information for the CPS (i.e.,
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connection to the physical world) but do not participate in any
higher-level actions of the CPS (i.e., conversion, cyber, cognition,
configuration) [15]. MMSs are historically seen as responsible for
sensing the conditions from the physical environment, rather
than as providers of higher-level intelligent information.
However, the suitable adoption of the enabling technologies
can reshape the role of MMSs in the 4.0 Era. This requires a
fundamental change of perspective, in which the enabling
technologies stop being employed as external superstructures for
MMSs, and become embedded solutions, intrinsically present in
the architecture of the MMS, and fully effective through an
adequate metrological configuration. This approach emphasizes
the holistic nature of monitoring and paves the way for 4.0
transition-driven monitoring systems. Through the wise adoption of
the 4.0 enabling technologies, MMSs can turn into self-aware,
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self-conscious, self-maintained entities, able to generate highly
valued insights, just like CPSs. This means that MMSs can evolve
into cyber-physical measurement systems (CPMSs), thus becoming a
proactive expression of the 4.0 Era, strengthening not only the
role of measurement, but the performance of the overall 4.0
ecosystem.
Starting from these considerations, this work introduces a
definition for the CPMSs and presents a preliminary case study,
i.e., a “soft growing” robot for measurement and monitoring
applications in constrained and confined remote environments.
This system is a concrete example of CPMS for its ability to sense
itself within the environment (i.e., self-awareness), to adapt itself to
the surrounding environment thanks to its softness and growth
and steering capabilities (i.e., self-configure), and to autonomously
predict navigation path towards the inspection target (i.e., selfpredict). Embedding multiple 4.0 enabling technologies in one
measurement and monitoring system represents a promising
solution for achieving the CPMS capabilities.
This work is an extension of our previous conference paper
[16], where the general idea was preliminarily introduced. This
paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the state-of-the-art of
robotic technologies is presented, with focus on measurement
and monitoring remote applications in difficult-to-reach
environments. Then, in Section 3, the definition for the CPMSs
is introduced. Section 4 relates to the design and implementation
of the soft growing robot and shows a simulated measurement
and monitoring scenario of the CPMS in a remote location.
Finally, in Section 6, conclusions are drawn, and the future work
is outlined.
2. BACKGROUND
As well known, robotic technologies are largely used for
carrying out remote measurement tasks, especially in
environments that are hazardous, dangerous or difficult to reach
for humans [17], [18]. Nevertheless, there are several applications
in which traditional rigid-bodied robot technologies cannot be
used. This occurs, for example, when measurements must be
carried out in confined, constrained, or unknown environments
(e.g., inspection of difficult-to-reach industrial environments,
exploration of archaeological sites which are often inaccessible
and fragile).
One technological solution suitable to perform this kind of
tasks is represented by soft continuum robots [19], i.e. robots
with a continuously deformable mechanical structure, whose
design is inspired from the principles of shaping, movements,
sensing and control of soft biological systems [20]. In the
literature, there are several examples of soft continuum robots
for remote measurement applications, in different fields: space,
airlines, nuclear, marine (inspection and maintenance), medical
(minimally invasive surgery), and so on [21].
One limitation of soft continuum robots is their limited
workspace, as they usually have a fixed base and a pre-established
length; this can be a problem for tasks that require inspection
and exploration of large environments. To overcome this issue,
soft continuum robots can be endowed with locomotion
capabilities, by using tethered/untethered fluidic or cable-driven
actuators, taking inspiration from the animal movements (snake,
earthworms, caterpillars) [22]-[24]. However, this solution
involves a relative movement between the robot and the
environment, which can lead to low energy efficiency of the
robot when high sliding friction is present.
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Figure 1. Example of the concept of a soft growing robot that achieves
enhanced mobility through growth (top image). Concept of growth by
eversion of material rolled onto a spool (central image); and the concept of
curving by pressurization, with contraction (bottom image) of soft actuators
placed and sealed on the main body. In the example, a camera is placed on
the tip of the robot.

A recent design solution of soft continuum robots achieves
enhanced mobility through growth rather than locomotion,
taking inspiration from the growing process of plants and vines
[25]. These robots, referred to as soft growing robots, achieve
mobility by everting new material at the tip: this enables
lengthening without relative movements between the robot’s
body and the environment. With soft growing robots, the
inspection and exploration length of remote environments is
therefore limited only by the amount of robot’s body material
that can be transported on the field. Although different
mechanisms have been used to enable this form of apical
extension [26], recently, pneumatically-driven solutions have
achieved great potentials [27]. In these systems, the growing
process is implemented by pressurizing a fluid (typically, air)
inside a chamber created by a self-folded cylindrical body, which
unfolds by everting new material from the tip; this enables the
forward growth of the robot's body through lengthening. While
growing, the robot's body can be curved/steered by additional
actuators distributed along its body (e.g., pneumatic artificial
muscles [28], artificial tendons, etc.). The contraction of these
additional actuators on one side causes bending (or kinking)
along that direction. An example of the growing and steering
processes of soft growing robots is shown in Figure 1.
3. CYBER-PHYSICAL MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
The concept of CPMS is built on the 5C architecture [10] used
for CPS, as shown in Figure 2. It consists of the following five
levels:
1. Connection layer: connected with the physical world
where the measurements are collected, and the sensing
is performed.
2. Conversion layer: responsible for very first processing
for endowing the system with self-awareness capabilities
(i.e., reconstruction of its internal state).
3. Cyber layer: responsible for the development of the
digital twin model of the measurement system and for
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Drawing a comparison with the master-slave architecture,
historically MMSs represented the slaves (mostly dedicated to
data collection) of a master (i.e., the CPS itself). By evolving into
CPMSs, instead, MMSs become CPSs among CPSs; eventually,
the current master-slave relationship between MMSs and CPSs
turns into a peer-to-peer cooperation.
4. CASE STUDY: THE SOFT GROWING ROBOT
This section addresses the design and implementation of the
soft growing robot, as a preliminary example of CPMS to be used
for applications within confined and constrained remote
environments. First, the design requirements of the system are
presented. Successively, its major components (i.e., the robotic
platform and the electronic control unit) are described in detail.
Finally, an example of a practical measurement scenario through
a simulated digital twin of the system is presented. The
architecture of the soft growing robot is shown in Figure 3.
4.1. Requirements
Figure 2. Description of a CPMS according to the 5C architecture.

endowing the system with self-comparison capabilities
(i.e., self-awareness within the network).
4. Cognition layer: responsible for cognition and
reasoning, i.e., high-level models and algorithms to
endow the measurement system with decision support
capabilities.
5. Configuration layer: starting from the knowledge
generated by the cognitive level, this layer generates
corrective actions, as adaptation, and reactiveness to the
environments.
A CPMS can be defined as a novel form of MMS which, in
addition to collecting data from the physical world, is able to
provide higher-level information thanks to the use of suitable
models and 4.0 enabling technologies. Similarly to a CPS, a
CPMS has knowledge of its state in time and space (self-awareness)
and with respect to other systems in the network (self-comparison);
it is capable of enforcing actions for its own maintenance (selfmaintain), predicting its own evolution in time and space (selfpredict), and adapting to the environment (self-configure).

The requirements of the soft growing robot are the following:
• Access within environments with small cross sections
(with minimum dimension equal to 100 mm);
• High inspection/exploration length (up to 10 m) while
maintaining portability;
• Controllable growth;
• Steering/curving capability; and
• Human situation awareness.
The long-term goal is to develop the first soft growing robot
endowed with model-based strategies [29] for planning [30],
control and navigation to accomplish remote measurement tasks.
These requirements give the possibility to develop a generalpurpose platform for inspection and exploration usable in a wide
range of scenarios.
4.2. Robotic platform

The robotic platform is mainly constituted by the robot base
(where the body material is stored) and the robot body (which
grows and accesses the remote environment). The CAD model
of the robotic platform is shown in Figure 4.
The robot base is the container of the unfolded robot body
and represents the pressurized vessel when the robot is in

Figure 3. Architecture of the proposed soft growing robotic system (dimensions not in scale).
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operation. It is formed by an acrylic cylinder with two end caps
(QC-108 Qwik cap, Fernco Inc., Davison, MI). The spool for
rolling out the robot material is driven by a DC motor (6408K27,
McMaster-Carr Inc., Douglasville, GA) with a magnetic encoder
which allows growing/retracting the robot body and measuring
its current length. The vessel of the robot base is a cylinder with
diameter d equal to 25 cm and height h equal to 50 cm.
The main body of the soft growing robot is made of an
airtight tube which is flexible but not stretchable. During the
eversion process, the material should slide relative to itself with
negligible friction; and should guarantee major durability for field
applications. To this end, a double side silicon-coated ripstop
nylon (Rockywoods Fabric LLC, Loveland, CO) is used as a
material for the main body of the robot. The soft robot body is
rolled up and fixed from one hand around a spool inside the base
vessel: when pressurized, the material is pushed outside the robot
base through an opening and everts from the tip of the robot.
When fully extended, the robot body achieves maximum
dimensions corresponding to a diameter p of 10 cm and a
maximum length l of 10 m.
The forward growth is controllable by finding a suitable
balance between the desired air pressure inside the vessel and the
desired spool rotation, and thus, motor angular velocity about
the axis of the spool. For guaranteeing a reversible
steering/curving of the robot body, soft pneumatic actuators
(made of the same material of the robot’s body) are placed along
the entire length of the robot [28]: the steering/curving control
is guaranteed by a suitable pressurization of these additional
actuators, considering models of curvature/deformations of the
robot’s shape [31]. During the retraction process of the robot’s
body, to avoid structural kinking, suitable mechanisms to drive
the retraction should be foreseen [32].
4.3. Electronic control unit

The electronic control unit is composed by two sub-systems:
one for generating the desired air pressure for pressurization of
the vessel, and one for generating the desired voltage for the DC
motor for growth/retraction of the robot body. The pneumatic
circuit regulates the air pressure by pulse-width modulation
(PWM), which involves the controlled timing of the opening and
closing of solenoid valves (SY114-5LOU, SMC) through a

mosfet board (based on IRF540 mosfets, STMicroelectronics),
with pressure sensors (ASDXAVX100PGAA5, Honeywell)
providing feedback. The pneumatic circuit is an essential
component of the robot, as it is responsible for the growth
process (one pneumatic tube for the main tube of the robot
body) and the steering of the robot body (one pneumatic tube
for each of the serial soft actuators placed along the robot body).
This PWM-based pneumatic homemade circuit substitutes more
expensive solutions based on professional closed-loop pressure
regulators. The prototype of the developed electronic control
unit (related to the compressed air circuit) is shown in Figure 5.
4.4. Example of a practical measurement scenario

The practical measurement scenario consists of a human
operator performing visual inspection in a remote site through
the proposed soft growing robot, endowed with a tip-mounted
camera. An input device is used by the human operator to impart
growing/steering commands.
A digital twin of the measurement system is built in V-REP
including the model of the robot (modelled as a growing constant
curvature robot [33]), the model of the cameras as well as the
model of the environment. The constant curvature assumption
is reasonable when artificial pneumatic muscles are used to steer
the robot, as shown in [30]. Snapshots of the measurement
scenario are shown in Figure 6, where we can see the remotely
operated soft growing robot approaching and inspecting a target
(red box) within the simulated remote site.
The soft growing robotic platform represents a novel
technology for the inspection of confined and constrained
remote environments that are not accessible by current
technologies. Furthermore, it represents a suitable platform for
enabling measurement applications in large, GPS-denied
environments. In addition to industrial inspections, this robotic
platform may be used for exploration purposes or even for
search and rescue applications after accidents, earthquakes, and
collapses of buildings. Finally, an additional application is the
sensor delivery in difficult-to-reach remote sites.

Figure 4. CAD representation of the robotic platform.
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Figure 5. Picture of the electronic control unit (pneumatic board).

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, a definition for CPMS was introduced and a soft
growing robot was presented as a case study. A CPMS can be
considered as a 4.0-oriented evolution of traditional MMS; as a
matter of fact, thanks to the adoption of 4.0 enabling
technologies, a MMS is not only seen as a system for collecting
data, but also for data processing and interpretation.
The soft growing robot as a CPMS is intended to be used for
remote measurement and monitoring applications in constrained
and confined environments. The proposed system consists of a
robot, to be placed outside the remote site, and a soft body that
accesses the site through growth, with the possibility of
controlling length and steering. At the tip of the system, a sensor
can be placed to enable remote measurement tasks, or a sensor
can be deployed through the robot body when the target is
reached. In this work, we have considered a tip-mounted camera
in the system. The benefits of using soft growing robots for
remote measurement and monitoring applications are access

within small-scaled sections; high inspection/exploration length;
transportability; controllable growth and steering; safe
interaction with the environment; and ability to perform sensor
deployment.
To get closer to a full definition of CPMS, future work will be
dedicated to embedding additional 4.0 enabling technologies
(e.g., artificial intelligence algorithms) in the CMPS, for endowing
monitoring system with autonomous planning/navigation
capabilities. Also, effort will be dedicated to motion analysis and
control in highly constrained situations. Additionally, a set of
practical applications cases will be identified, to experiment the
system and assess its metrological performance. Finally, suitable
sensing technologies and processing strategies will be developed
to enhance the metrological performance of the system (e.g., in
terms of resolution, reliability and accuracy of interaction with
the environment). The ultimate goal is to achieve a self-adapting,
fully autonomous system for remote monitoring operations to be
used reliably and safely for the inspection of unknown and/or
constrained and confined environments.

Figure 6. Example scenario for remote inspection through the proposed soft growing robot. By using a suitable input device, the human operator drives the
growth and steering of the robotic system in the remote environment, accessed through an access section which is slightly larger than the diameter of the
robot’s body. The human operator sees the remote environment through the tip-mounted camera.
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